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WINTER FIELD REPORT, DECEMBER-FEBRUARY 1995-96
Compiled by
W. Ross Silcock, P.O. Box 300, Tabor, IA 51653
INTRODUCTION
far as the birds are concerned, this was an uneventful winter,A~th only a few rarities. Highlights included the second pile-up of
Wl
re
gulls at L. McConaughy, and a Common Redpoll influx. Best of
~~e rarities (all subject to Records committee scrutiny and pending
'ts acceptance) were a 5th record Red-necked Grebe at L.
~cconaughY; a first-record Mew Gull at L. McConaughy; Iceland,
L sser Black-backed, and Great Black-backed Gulls at L. McConaughy;
ecassin's Finch at Crawford; White-winged Crossbills at Norfolk
:nd North Platte; and a Hoary Redpoll at Wakefield. Out-of-season
reports were record-early Blue-winged Teal in Dixon Co, Franklin's
Gull in Lancaster Co, record-late Bonaparte's Gulls at Sutherland
Res and 2nd-record wintering Great-tailed Grackles at Lincoln.
, Lanny Randolph and Robin Harding noted that the severe
blizzard of 17 Jan and subsequent cold temperatures constituted the
worst winter storm in the area for the last 10 years. Many dead
birds were found in yards after the blizzard.
Larry Malone provided information on several unusual die-offs
in w NE from late summer of 1995 through Jan 1996. At NPNWR there
was a die-off in Aug of 34 Canada Geese from unknown causes.
Botulism killed about 400 birds adjacent to CLNWR in Oct. In Scotts
Bluff Co in Dec, 4 Black-billed Magpies were killed by
insecticides, and over 600 waterfowl died of aspergillosus.
FinallY, 823 waterfowl were picked up and a further 500 were frozen
in ice for a total of about 1300 deaths in Scotts Bluff Co in Jan
as a result of cholera.
A comment regarding documentations of unusual reports. Some of
the unusual reports submitted may not make it into the permanent
record of Nebraska birdlife as they were not well-documented. A
good description of field marks seen, in the absence of a photo,
specimen, or recording is often adequate. When these Seasonal
Reports are pUblished, if my comments indicate a record-early or
-late date, or a report not accompanied by details, I strongly urge
reporters to check that I have the dates correct or provide details
if they have them. I am aware that 40% of record-early or -late
dates submitted to an editor in another state were in fact
unintentional typos on the part of reporters.
Finally, I want to express my gratitude to the many reporters
who doggedly provide information for the report. They are statewide
and every season brings a new reporting location. Every reporting
location, even if not mentioned extensively in the Seasonal Report,
adds to the overall inpression. The Christmas Bird Counts for
Branched Oak Lake-Seward and Lincoln (city) were not available at
the time this report was completed, but the data can be found in
Table 1 on pages 18-23.
ABBREVIATIONS
Initials in parentheses refer to observers; a list follows
this report.
* = ~ocumented; please refer to Nebraska Bird Review 54:74, 1986
for lnformation about writing documentations, and the Official List
of the Birds of Nebraska (NBR 56:86, 1988), which indicates that
~ll those, birds whose status is less than Regular (acceptably
eported ln 9-10 of the past 10 years) should be documented. It is
also very important to document very early or very late records of
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Regular species. The best available reference for such dates i
Johnsgard's "A preliminary List of the Birds of Nebraska and s
Adjacent Plains states," much of which was published in NBR 48:26
(non-passerines) and NBR 48:46 (passerines). 1980. CBC = Christma
Bird Count; CLNWR = Crescent L NWR; FFNC = Fontenelle Forest Natur:
Center; FWA Federal Waterfowl Area; L Lake; LM = Lake
McConaughy; m.ob. = many observers; NE = Nebraska; NNF = Nebraska
National Forest; NOURC = Nebraska Ornithologists' Union Records
Committee; NPNWR = North Platte NWR; NWR = National Wildlife
Refuge; R = River; Res = Reservoir; SHP = state Historical Park; 8L
= Sewage Lagoons; SP = State Park; SRA = State Recreation Area; UNL
= University of Nebraska-Lincoln; WMA = wildlife Management Area'
WPA = Waterfowl Production Area. '
GAZETTEER
Place names, not listed here, can be located in a road atlas.
Counties are in parentheses.
Arbor Day Farm (Otoe Co); Arbor L WMA (Lancaster Co); Blue Hole WMA
(Buffalo Co); Bluestem L SRA (Lancaster Co); Bowman L SRA (Sherman
Co); Branched Oak SRA (Lancaster Co); BUffl~head~ (~uffalo Co);
Carter Canyon (Scotts Bluff Co); Cedar POlnt Bl0loglcal Station
(Keith Co); Clear Creek Marsh (Garden Co); Conestoga L 8RA
(Lancaster Co); Cottonmill L Park (Buffalo Co); Crescent L NWR
(Garden Co); Cunningham L (Douglas Co); DeSoto Bend NWR (Washington
Co); England Res (MerIon England Flood Control Project, Dodge Co);
Fort Kearny SHP (Kearney Co); Funk Lagoon WPA (Phelps Co);
Gallagher Canyon SRA (Dawson Co); Gavin's Point Dam (Cedar Co);
Gleason Lagoon WPA (Kearney Co); Grandpa's Steakhouse Pond (Kearney
Co); Harlan Co Res (Harlan Co); Hormel Park (Fremont, Dodge Co);
James Ranch (Sioux Co); Jensen Lagoon WPA (Kearney Co); Johnson L
SRA (Gosper and Dawson Cos); Keystone Diversion Dam (Keith Co);
Kingsley Dam (Keith Co); L Maloney Res SRA (Lincoln Co); L
MCConaughy (Keith Co); L Ogallala (Keith Co); L Minatare SRA
(Scotts Bluff Co); Loup Junction WMA (Howard Co); North Lake Basin
WMA (Seward Co); North Platte NWR (Scotts Bluff Co); Offutt Base L
(Sarpy Co); Olive Creek L SRA (Lancaster Co); Olmstead Pond (Scotts
Bluff Co); Pawnee L SRA (Lancaster Co); Rainwater Basin (large area
of wetlands in sc and se NE w of the Big Blue drainage); Schramm
Park SRA (Sarpy Co); Standing Bear L (Douglas Co); Stateline Island
WMA (Scotts Bluff Co); Summit Res SRA (Burt Co); Sutherland Res
(Lincoln Co); Swan L (Lancaster Co); Two Rivers SRA (Douglas Co);
Wagon Train L SRA (Lancaster Co); Winters Creek L (Scotts Bluff
Co); Wolf L (private; on Platte R ne of Morse Bluff, Saunders Co);
Youngson Lagoon WPA (Kearney).
SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Common Loon: Last were 2 at LM 21 Dec (SJD); another was at L
Minatare SRA 1 Dec (LMa).
Pied-billed Grebe: Rare in midwinter, 1 was in the Kingsley Dam
area at least 21 Dec (SJD) to 20 Jan (JoJ). Another was at
Sutherland Res 21-22 Dec (SJD). Last in e NE was 1 at Branched Oak
SRA 2 Dec (BP,LP).
Horned Grebe: The only report was the 4 counted on the LM CBC 23
Dec.
Red-necked Grebe: If accepted by the NOURC, about the 5th NE record
was 1 at LM 21 Dec (*SJD), the latest NE date. There are about 20
NE reports in all.
western Grebe: None were reported e of the panhandle; an amazing
133 were counted at LM for the CBC 23 Dec, and a single was at
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therland Res 21 Dec (SJD,WRS).
su rican White Pelican: Reports of stragglers attempting to survive
~e winter at major reservoirs are becoming the norm. A lingering
t'~d at Branched Oak SRA remained until 1 Jan, when it was on the~~ (LEi) while another counted on the Omaha CBC 16 Dec was found~ced 30 D~C (BGr), and an "old and sick" bird was in Cedar Co 6 Jane~J) An injured bird was at Johnson L SRA 19 Jan (JoJ) through 4~~b (RHa,LRa,NR). The survival rate seems t? improve westward, as
8 birds at sutherland Res 22 Dec (SJD) dW1ndled to 5 on 17 Feb
(WRS JSu) and to 3 on 24 Feb (BFH) which probably made it.
ouble-crested Cormorant: Last in e NE were 2 at Wolf L 2 Dec~THO)' and 4 at sutherland Res 22 Dec (SJD) became only 1 by 13 Jan
(LMa). There are few Jan reports.
Great Blue Heron: High count of wintering birds was 11 at Kingsley
Dam 4 Feb (BP,LP). The entire Platte valley and certain areas s of
it support wintering birds, but at Wolf L none were noted 14 Jan-14
Feb (THo).
TUndra swan: One at an aerated pond in the Wolf L area was present
about 3 weeks, at least 23 Dec-6 Jan (*THo). There are few if any
other Jan records.
Trumpeter swan: Two were in the LM area 21 Dec (SJD), increasing to
5 on 23 Dec for the CBC, and up to 9 on 4-5 Feb (BP,LP,RBa),
although only 2 remained 17-18 Feb (WRS,LRa,RHa). This is a regular
wintering location. Unusual was the presence of 7 in Hayes Co in
Feb (Rocky Hoffman fide WWy).
Greater White-fronted Goose: No large concentrations were reported.
A few linger, usually with Canadas; 4 remained at Branched Oak SRA
until 6 Jan (LEi), 2 were at Wolf L until 23 Dec (THo), and 2 were
with the wintering Canadas at Ogallala 23 Dec for the LM CBC. First
in spring were 5 in n Kearney Co as early as 10 Feb (LRa,RHa), but
best spring count was only 200, at Jensen Lagoon WPA on 24 Feb
(RHa, LRa) .
Snow Goose: Last large group was 150 at Youngson Lagoon WPA until
27 Dec (LRa,RHa), while spring migrants appeared in numbers first
on 17 Feb, with 500 at Branched Oak SRA (LEi) and 2000 at
sutherland Res (WRS). Best spring count was 20,000 at Funk Lagoon
WPA 25 Feb (LRa,RHa). A few remain into midwinter; 1-2 were at
Branched Oak SRA (JoJ,LEi), including a "blue" until 27 Jan (JMo),
and another was at Venice 14 Jan (JoJ). Two in n Kearney Co 10 Feb
(LRa,RHa) may have been migrants. Reports were statewide.
Ross' Goose: Last in fall were 3 at Grandpa's Steakhouse Pond on 16
Dec (LRa,RHa), and first in spring 3 there on 19 Feb (BP,LP). Best
count was 12 associated with about 2000 Snow Geese flying over FFNC
on 25 Feb, including 10 in a group separated from the Snows
(BP,LP). Reports were from Phelps Co eastward.
Canada Goose: Best midwinter counts were an impressive 16,800 at
Sutherland Res 13 Jan (LMa), about 10,000 on 4 Feb in the area of
the Canaday Steam Plant in nw Phelps Co (LRa,RHa). Last big fall
counts were 20,000 on the Kearney CBC 16 Dec and 12,592 (counted
everyone!) at NPNWR 13 Dec (LKo). In spring, best count was 60,000
at Funk Lagoon WPA 25 Feb (LRa,RHa).
Wood Duck: One was at winters Creek L on the very late date of 16
Dec (LMa); few were noted during the period, and none in midwinter.
Green~winged Teal: A few winter; best such count was up to 24 in
the,K1ngsley Dam area (JOJ,BP,LP). At Offutt Base L 2-4 remained
unt1l at least 12 Jan (RBa), and 1 was at Venice 14 Jan (JoJ). Two
a~ Grandpa's Steakhouse Pond 4 Feb (LRa,RHa) probably wintered.
M1grants arrived 18 Feb, with a few at Grandpa's Steakhouse Pond
(MUr) and 11 at Wolf L (THo). Best count for the period was only
48, at NPNWR 14 Dec (LMa).
American Black Duck: This species occurs only in small numbers in
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NE; the only report was of 3 at Branched Oak SRA 18 Feb (JMO).
Mallard: No large midwinter counts were reported. Best fall COunt
were 35,000 at L Minatare SRA on 1 Dec (LMa) and 11,030 on the ~
CBC 23 Dec, and in spring 14,886 were at NPNWR by 19 Feb (LKo).
Northern Pintail: A few winter with Mallard concentrations; 1-2
were at Branched Oak SRA 14 and 27 Jan (JMo) and 1-2 were along the
Platte R in Buffalo and Kearney Cos 5-10 Feb (LRa,RHa). No large
fall counts were reported, but spring numbers were very good, with
8000 at Funk Lagoon WPA 25 Feb (LRa,RHa), 6000 at Gleason LagOon
WPA the same day (LRa,RHa) and 3000 at Jensen Lagoon WPA 24 Feb
(LRa,RHa). Spring migrants arrived first at Branched Oak SRA 16
Feb, when 200 were present (RBa).
Blue-winged Teal: Extr~mel~ early were 4 in Dixon Co 20 Feb (JJO);
most do not appear untll mld to late Mar.
Northern Shoveler: Rare in midwinter, a female was wintering with
Mallards near Jackson (BFH), 4 were at Two Rivers SRA 15 Jan (JOJ),
and 2 on the North Platte R below Keystone L 23 Dec on the LM CBe
may have wintered. An indication of its rarity in midwinter is that
the 4 reported on the Grand Island CBC 16 Dec was a high for that
count. First spring arrivals were on 25 Feb, with 3 at Blue Hole
WMA (LRa,RHa), 2 at DeSoto Bend NWR (JoJ), and 1 at England Res
(JoJ) .
Gadwall: A few winter, especially along the Platte R. A good count
of 31 was made on the LM CBC 23 Dec, and 3 were still in the area
13 Jan (LMa); 13 were at Two Rivers SRA 15 Jan (JoJ), and a female
was at Branched Oak SRA 14 Jan (JMo). No large numbers were
reported during the period.
American wigeon: As with Gadwall, a few winter along the Platte R.
Of 17 counted on the LM CBC 23 Dec, 1-2 apparently wintered
(JoJ,LRa,RHa), as may have 2 w of Scottsbluff 5 Feb (AKe). Unusual
in midwinter was 1 at Branched Oak SRA 14 Jan (JoJ). A good count
for the late date was 27 at Olmstead Pond 31 Dec (LMa), and also
rather late were 3 at Harlan Co Res 27 Dec (LRa,RHa). First in
spring were 4-5 in Dawson Co 18 Feb (BP,LP,RBa) and 99 at NPNWR 19
Feb (LKo).
Canvasback: Rare in midwinter, a female was still in the Kingsley
Dam area 19 Jan (JoJ); 4 were counted on the LM CBC 23 Dec. Also
rather late were 2 on the Calamus-Loup CBC 30 Dec. Last in w NE
were 4 at L Minatare SRA 1 Dec (LMa). spring migrants appeared on
18 Feb with 1-4 at 3 locations in Lincoln and Kearney Cos
(RHa,LRa,MUr,NR). Best spring count was 100 at Branched Oak SRA 29
Feb (LEi).
Redhead: The only fall report was of 3 at L Minatare SRA 1 Dec
(LMa). Rare in midwinter, 2 at Branched Oak SRA 4 Feb were thought
to be migrants (LEi); 3-5 were there 16-17 Feb (RBa,NR). Elsewhere
first spring birds were noted 17 Feb, when 16 were on L. Ogallala
(WRS) and 18 Feb with 14 in Buffalo Co (BP,LP). Best spring counts
were 340 at Funk Lagoon WPA 25 Feb (RHa,LRa) and 210 at both CLNWR
on 27 Feb (LMa) and L Minatare SRA 23 Feb (LMa).
Ring-necked Duck: Latest in fall were 2 on the LM CBC 23 Dec. Rare
in midwinter, 3 were at Branched Oak SRA 16 Jan (RBa); 1 was there
18 Feb (JMo). First spring migrants were 12 along 1-80 in Lincoln
Co 18 Feb (NR), while best spring count was 170 at 3 locations in
Lancaster Co 24 Feb (LEi).
Greater Scaup: Of 14 counted on the LM CBC 23 Dec, 3-5 were still
in the area as late as 20 Jan (JoJ,LMa), apparently wintering. One
was unexpectedly late at Offutt Base L on 2 Jan (BP,LP). Spring
arrivals included 3 on a pond s of Sutherland Res 17 Feb (WRS) and
2 at Sherman Res SRA 18 Feb (WRS).
Lesser Scaup: Two of the 4 counted on the LM CBC were apparentlY
wintering and still present 13 Jan (LMa). Rather late were 2 at
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nched Oak SRA 6 Jan (LEi), 7 in Cedar Co 6 Jan (JJo), and 1 on~~a calamus-LoUp CBC 30 Dec. First in spring were 8 at Branched Oak
e 17 Feb (LEi) and best count 70 in Lancaster Co 24 Feb (LEi).~~squaw: Five were detected, including 1 wintering below Kingsley
m 21 Dec (SJD) through 17 Feb (WRS), 2 at L Minatare SRA 9 DecD~a AKe fide NR), and 2 females at Gavin's Point Dam 3 Dec (BFH).~omm~n Goldeneye: Best wintering count was 210 at Sutherland Res 13
Jan (LMa). Best fall counts were 468 on the LM CBC 23 Dec and 300
t Branched Oak SRA 2 Dec (LEi); the count at Branched Oak SRA~windled to a low of 10 on 27 Jan and increased to a spring high of
500 on 29 Feb (LEi). Numbers at Kingsley Dam had increased to 750
by 17 Feb (WRS).
Bufflehead: Uncommon in midwinter, as many as 31 wintered in the
Kingsley Dam area (JoJ,LMa,LRa,RHa,WRS). Two were in Cedar Co as
late as 7 Jan (JJo) and another was at Sutherland Res 4 Feb (RBa).
First in spring were 3 at Conestoga L SRA 24 Feb (LEi). Best spring
count was only 15, at Branched Oak SRA 29 Feb (LEi).
Booded .erganser: A few occur in midwinter. This year 2 were at
Branched Oak SRA 14 Jan (JoJ,JMo), 1-2 were wintering in the
Kingsley Dam area (JoJ,RBa,BP,LP,WRS), and 1-2 were at Sutherland
Res 21 Jan (JoJ) and 4 Feb (BP,LP). Five migrants had arrived at
cunningham L 21 Feb (JoJ), and 9 at Pawnee L SRA the next day
(JMo), also the best count. ...
common .ergan.er: A large flock apparently w1ntered 1n the K1ngsley
Dam area, although no reports were received for the period 23
Dec-16 Feb, when numbers may have been reduced; 10,000 were
estimated present for the LM CBC 23 Dec, and estimates of birds
below the dam included 8600 on 16 Feb (LMa) and 7500 on 17
Feb (WRS). Best fall count elsewhere was 955 at L Minatare SRA 1
Dec (LMa) and in spring 500 were at Branched Oak SRA 29 Feb (LEi).
Red-breasted .erganser: Not expected during the winter period, rare
sightings were 3 on the LM CBC as late as 23 Dec and 1 at
Sutherland Res on 13 Jan (LMa), the latter one of very few Jan
records for NE.
Ruddy Duck: Last in fall were 1 in Scotts Bluff Co 11 Dec (LMa) and
2 at Offutt Base L 9 Dec (BP,LP). The only spring report was of 15
at Branched Oak SRA 29 Feb (LEi). This species is not expected in
midwinter; there are apparently no Jan NE records.
Bald Bagle: Counts of note included 114 along 1-80 in c NE 16 Feb
(LMa), 56 at Harlan Co Res 6 Jan (LRa,RHa), 52 at LM 5 Feb (BP,LP),
35 on the Grand Island CBC 16 Dec, 26 e of Gering 2 Feb (AKe), 21
at Gavin's Point Dam 3 Dec (BFH), and 19 at Branched Oak SRA 29 Feb
(LEi). Larry Malone provided information on 2 nesting sites in the
panhandle; a pair at NPNWR were inspecting their nest in early Feb,
and the female was sitting 23 Feb, for the 4th year at this site,
and adults were at a nest site at CLNWR by late Feb, but had not
been seen on the nest. A kettle of 13 in Dawson Co 19 Feb (BP,LP)
suggested northward migration was underway.
Borthern Barrier: One or two at willis 31 Jan were considered late,
although lack of snow cover appeared to allow the tardiness (BFH);
this is probably the determimng factor for wintering in n NE for
this species.
Sharp-shinned Bawk: Although a few winter statewide, none were
noted in c NE in the period 27 Dec-4 Feb (LRa,RHa).
Borthern Go.hawk: Few are reported in NE; this year there were
prob~bly 4, about an average winter, although few details were
prov1ded. One was s of Gering 7 Dec (AKe), 1 was along the North
Platt~ R on 23 Dec where 1 was seen last year (SJD), a large hawk
carr¥1ng a Rock Dove at James Ranch 8 Jan (SLe) may have been this
spec1es, and 1 was w of Scottsbluff 5 Feb (AKe).
Red-.houldered HaWk: At least 1 of the FFNC birds may have
.±l..::<O~ -"T,-,-h"-,e"---,N"-e",-",b±r-"a",,s,-,,k,,-,a"----.!B~i±.r-,,d~R~ee...:v,-,l,,",·e"-w"'- V~o'.d,.l. 64
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wintered; 1 was noted 25 Jan (BP,LP). Three were counted on the
Omaha CBC 16 Dec, presumably at FFNC, and 2 were at FFNC 24 Feb
(KCR) .
Red-tailed Hawk: Numbers were about normal, according to reports
The only report of "Harlan's" Hawk was of 1-2 around Lincoln on :2
Dec (JMo).
Ferruginous Hawk: The winter range reaches its northward extent (i
favorable years) at the Platte R in sc NE (LRa,RHa), eastward t h
the grasslands of the Meat Animal Research Center in Clay Co an~
westward to Keith Co. This year 1 was near Fort Kearny SHP, Kearney
Co, 5 Feb (BP,LP,RBa), 3 were counted on the LM CBC 23 Dec, and 2
a new count high, were found on the Grand Island CBC 16 Dec. '
Rough-legged Hawk: Some good counts were made, including 9 along
1-80 between Grand Island and Ogallala on 16 Dec (LMa) , 8 in Dawes
and sioux Cos 6 Dec (LMa) , and 7 along highway 92 in Logan Co 5 Feb
(NR) .
Golden Eagle: Most easterly were 1 sw of Ewing on 26 Dec (JJo) and
another s of Sutherland Res 4-5 Feb (NR,RBa,BP,LP). It would be of
interest to know the age classes of wandering birds in winter
adult or immature. '
Merlin: Probably regular in small numbers statewide in midwinter
reports of birds possibly attempting to winter included 1 nea~
willis 31 Dec (BFH) , 1 in Sarpy Co 4 Jan (BP,LP), and another se of
Kearney in Kearney Co on 5 Feb (LRa,RHa).
peregrine Falcon: Rare in midwinter, although expected to become
more numerous due to marked recent increases in the population
nationwide, two were reported. Singles were found in the Harlan Co
Res area 6 Jan (LRa,RHa), and at Wehrspann L 9 Feb (BP,LP).
Prairie Falcon: There were several reports, most from c and w NE as
expected, but easterly was 1 which set up a winter roost on the
Capitol Building in Lincoln, where it could be detected by its
whitewash, as on 10 Jan (Jr~o), and actually entered the bui lding
where it was captured, photographed for the Omaha World Herald (23
Jan) and released. One on the University of Nebraska-Lincoln campus
12 Jan (JMo) may have been the same bird.
Gray partridge: Apparently at a population low, the only report was
of 1 in Wayne Co on 4 Jan (JJo). Observers are encouraged to report
all sightings and locations for this species.
Ring-necked Pheasant: Best count was 40 in Dixon Co 6 Jan (JJo).
Reports indicate the species is doing well in most parts of the
state.
Greater Prairie-Chicken: Good numbers were reported on the Lincoln
Co and Calamus-Loup CBCs, with 30 and 36, respectively. One
wandered through the observers' yard 3 miles se of Gibbon on 27 Jan
(LRa,RHa), while of interest in terms of defining the winter range
were 24 birds 2 miles w of Holstein on 13 Jan (LRa, RHa) and 3
nearby on 24 Feb (LRa,RHa).
Sharp-tailed Grouse: Apart from 1 reported on the Calamus-Loup CBe
30 Dec, where the count high is 129 birds (NBr) , 8 were found at
CLNWR 27 Feb (LMa).
wild Turkey: Doing well everywhere, best count, apart from CBCs,
was 75 at Brooky Bottoms in Dixon Co on 6 Jan (JJo). Best CBC count
appears to be 169 at Calamus-Loup on 30 Dec.
Northern Bobwhite: This species was reported westward in the Platte
valley to the Gibbon area (LRa,RHa), although it occurs as far w as
Scotts Bluff Co, and also on the Calamus-Loup CBC, where 9 were
counted 30 Dec. This CBC must be the best in NE for gallinaceous
birds!
virginia Rail: It appears that a few overwinter in the marshes in
the LM area (Rosche, Birds of the Lake McConaughy Area ... , 1994);
5 responded to tapes from the marshes near Lewellen on 22 Dec
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sJD,WRS), and another was located in the seep marsh at the base of
(. sley Dam for the LM CBC 23 Dec.~~~ican coot: Up to 4 may have wintered below Kingsley Dam (JoJ),
lthough only 2 were counted 17-18 Feb (BP,LP,WRS). Last at NPNWR
:as 1 on 13 Dec (LKo), while migrants were first noted in e NE 20
F blat Wehrspann L (JoJ) and 2 at Branched Oak SRA (JoJ).
s:ndhi1l crane: Rare in midwinter, 2 flew over the observers' yard
e of Gibbon; these may have bee!l very early spring migrants
sLRa RHa). Next were many flying over at night on 16 Feb, the start~f the migration proper (LRa,RHa). Best spring count reported was
380 in Kearney Co 19 Feb (NR).
Killdeer: Up to 6 were wintering along the North Platte R below
Keystone L (LMa,JoJ,BP,LP,RBa), where 13 were counted on the LM CBC
23 Dec. Last in fall where not wintering were 2 in Sarpy Co 6 Dec
(BP,LP). Migrants appeared 23 Feb, with 3 at NPNWR (LMa), and, in
eNE, singles were over FFNC 25 Feb (BP,LP) and at England Res the
same day (JoJ).
common snipe: The only reports in midwinter were 1 at NPNWR on 26
Jan (LKO), possibly the same as 1 in Scotts Bluff Co 2 Feb (LMa),
and one in Lincoln Co 4 Feb (BP,LP). In w NE, 7 were still at
stateline Island WMA as late as 14 Dec (LMa).
Franklin's Gull: The only report was of the spring's first, 1 at
Branched Oak SRA 29 Feb (LEi), a very early date.
Bonaparte's Gull: Last in fall, and latest ever for NE by 16 days,
were a surprising 23 at Sutherland Res 21 Dec (SJD,WRS). The only
other report, the 4th latest ever, was of 2 at Branched Oak SRA 2
Dec (LEi).
Mew Gull: A report of a 2nd winter bird seen at LM 17 Feb (WRS,JSu)
has been submitted to the Records Committee; this would be the
first NE record if accepted.
Ring-billed Gull: Following an excellent total of 1100 on the LM
CBC 23 Dec, the midwinter low was 20-25 between 20 Jan and 5 Feb
(BP,LP,JoJ); 192 had arrived by 16 Feb (LMa) and 400 by 18 Feb
(LRa,RHa), indicating the start of the spring influx. The only
other midwinter report was of 7 se of Gibbon on 21 Jan (LRa,RHa).
First migrants were 100 noted at Branched Oak SRA and 40 at Olive
Creek L SRA on 24 Feb (LEi).
California Gull: The high count for the period at LM was 67 on 21
Dec (SJD), dwindling to 12 on 16 Feb (LMa), and only 1 or 2 birds
on 19 Feb, an adult (RBa) and/or a subadult (BP,LP). The only
report away from LM was of 2 on the Calamus-Loup CBC 30 Dec; no
details were provided, however.
Herring Gull: Good numbers apparently wintered at LM, with 133
counted on the LM CBC 23 Dec, and 100 present 5 Feb (BP,LP); spring
migrants had arrived 16-17 Feb, when 300 were present (BP,LP,WRS).
The only other midwinter report was of 2 se of Gibbon 21 Jan
(LRa,RHa). In e NE first migrants appeared at Branched Oak SRA on
24 Feb, with 15 seen (LEi).
Thayer's Gull: Only 2 were noted away from LM, an adult at
Cunningham L on 5 Dec (*JOJ), and a 1st year bird at Sutherland Res
21 Dec (SJD,WRS). Adults are less often seen than immatures; this
is the first such report in e NE. possibly 7 different birds were
reported at LM 20 Jan-24 Feb. Two adults were noted on 20 Jan
(JoJ); a 2nd winter bird also on 20 Jan (JoJ), and up to 41st
~inter birds were present 20 Jan-24 Feb (BFH,JoJ,RBa,BP,LP),
1ncluding 3 on 24 Feb (BFH). These 7 birds bring the NE total to
about 15-20; it is clear that this species is now becoming a
regular midwinter visitor.
Iceland Gull: About the 7th NE report was a 1st winter bird at LM
18 Feb (*BP,LP,*RBa); this bird was entirely pale-winged with an
all-dark bill.
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Lesser Black-backed Gull: An adult was at LM 17 Feb (*WRS) through
24 Feb (BFH,RBa), and was accompanied by a 1st winter bird 18-19
Feb (*BP,LP). Another adult appeared at Branched Oak SRA 23-25 Feb
(m.ob. fide NR). These are the 6th-8th NE reports, all since 1992
Glaucous Gull: Among the amazing group of rare gulls at LM was th~
highest count yet of Glaucous Gulls, eclipsing the event of 1993-94
when about 10 were present. This year, a careful count on 24 Feb
yielded a total of 16, 4 of which were adults, the rest immatures
(JoJ). Two birds were noted 20 Jan (JoJ) , building to 16 on 24 Feb
(JoJ, m.ob.). Elsewhere, up to 5 were at Sutherland Res 22 Dec-21
Jan (LMa,SJD,WRS,JoJ) and a 2nd winter bird was at Harlan Co Res 27
Dec (LRa,RHa).
Great Black-backed Gull: Considering the above, the presence of a
1st winter bird at LM 20 Jan (*JoJ) through 24 Feb (*m.ob.) may not
have been unexpected. Nevertheless, it was only the 4th or 5th NE
report.
Black-legged Kittiwake: About the 16th NE report and 10th in the
period 30 Oct-18 Dec was of a 1st winter bird at Branched Oak SRA
3 Dec (*JoJ). Incredibly, this is the 12th gUll species reported
this winter, and with the Sabine's Gull reported last fall, 13 gull
species were detected in NE fall and winter of 1995-95. Wow!
Mourning Dove: Wintering bird~ were noted only in Dougl~s, Sarpy,
and Otoe Cos (NR,RBa,LLF), maXlmum count 13 (LLF) , and 1 ln Kearney
Co 16 Feb (LMa) may have been an early migrant. Almost certainly a
migrant was the first in Scotts Bluff Co on 23 Feb (AKe). Last in
fall outside the usual se NE winter range were 3 in Dakota Co 31
Dec (BFH).
Long-eared Owl: The only report was of 3 at Cunningham L 15 Jan
(JoJ) .
Short-eared Owl: The only report was a single on the LM CBC 23 Dec.
Although not listed by Rosche (1994) as occurring in the LM area,
this species winters whenever snow cover allows.
Belted Kingfisher: Best count was the 11, a count high, found on
the Grand Island CBC 16 Dec. Rather northerly for midwinter was 1
in Cedar Co 6 Jan (JJo).
Red-headed Woodpecker: Numbers in se NE were good this winter; as
many as 143 were still in the Omaha CBC circle as late as 16 Dec,
up to 6 were at FFNC 8 Jan (BP,LP) with 1 there 24 Jan (RBa) , and
2 were at Indian Cave SP 14 Jan (LLF). There were no reports
elsewhere. These birds usually leave the state in severe winters.
Red-bellied Woodpecker: Westerly reports were along the Platte
valley, as far as Keith Co, where 2 were found on the LM CBC; this
is about as far w as this species occurs in the North Platte valley
(Rosche 1994).
Northern Flicker: "Red-shafted" birds were reported as far e as
Otoe Co, where 1 was s of Nebraska City 25 Dec (LLF). Of 6 flickers
counted on the Kearney CBC 16 Dec, 4 were "red-shafted". Most NE
breeding birds are hybrids; in winter there is an influx of
northern "yellow-shafted" birds with little or no hybrid characters
which may appear brighter yellow than the summer NE birds.
Horned Lark: No large concentrations were reported; best count was
a rather ordinary 765 in Dawes and sioux Cos 6 Dec (LMa).
Blue Jay: Now rather numerous as far as Scotts Bluff Co, 35 were
counted on the Scottsbluff CBC 16 Dec.
pinyon Jay: The only report was of the feeder birds at James Ranch
throughout the period (SLe).
Black-billed Magpie: Easterly locations where this species is
considered regular include willis (BFH) and around the Gibbon exit
on 1-80 (LRa,RHa). There was a further report from Branched Oak
SRA, where a population may be establishing; 2 were seen there 29
Jan (RBa). Other easterly reports were of singles through the
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'od at Wolf L (THo) and 1 in Dixon Co 6 Jan (JJo).per~ican Crow: Thankfully "only hundreds" wintered around Kearney;
:::allY about 100,000 are present, and even larger numbers have
, tered around Holdrege for the past 25 years or so (LRa,RHa). No
W1n t' t dther concentra 10ns were repor e •~ed-breasted NUthatch: Indications of a possible invasion year were
not sUbstantiated; although most feeders had 1-3 for the period,
best count was only 7, at Johnson L on 10 Dec (LRa,RHa), and the
omaha CBC only recorded 12.
White-breasted NUthatch: Considered rare in winter in the LM area
(where it does not breed) by Rosche (1994), an excellent count of
11 was made on the LM CBC 23 Dec. Another was noted at NPNWR 23 Jan
(LMa) where it is also only a winter visitor.
y' NUthatch: Of interest was a comment by the observer that:I~tings of 8 birds in the Ponderosa WMA 7 Dec and 4 at Buffalo
creek WMA 27 Dec were his first in 3 winters in the area, leading
him to question whether this species was a regular winter resident
(LMa). At least on the Pine Ridge this species is considered a
ermanent resident (Rosche 1982), but it tends to move around in~all and winter, and the observations by Larry Malone indicate that
it probably vacates parts of its range during some winters.
Brown creeper: Reports were along the Platte valley and southward;
best count was 4 in Lincoln 28 Dec (LEi).
carolina Wren: None were reported away from Douglas and otoe Cos;
it will be of interest to see if birds at the nw edge of the range
in NE survived the cold snaps this winter.
winter wren: only 3 were reported, 1 on the Omaha CBC 16 Dec and
another at Branched Oak SRA 20 Dec (LEi), the same day as last
year, a somewhat westerly location for this species.
Karsh Wren: A new North Platte valley location for late Dec was
Winters Creek L, where 1 was seen 20 Dec (LMa); another was in
Scotts Bluff Co 2 Dec (LMa). At the usual locations around LM were
4 at the seep marsh at the base of Kingsley Dam 23 Dec (SJD), and
2 at Clear Creek Marsh 22 Dec (SJD,WRS).
Golden-crowned Kinglet: Last in fall was 1 in Bellevue 2 Jan
(BP,LP), and no others were reported until 18 Feb, when at least 1
was at Funk Lagoon WPA (MUr); whether overwintering occurred is
unproven; although it is considered to winter in small numbers in
the Kearney area (LRa,RHa) and in se NE, Rosche (1994) pointed out
that there are no records between 11 Jan and 14 Feb in the
LM area, suggesting inability to survive through the entire winter.
Bastern Bluebird: A few winter in sand se NE; best count was 11-15
at Branched Oak SRA 29 Jan (RBa) and 4 Feb (LEi), 5 were at Wolf L
20 Jan (THo), and 1 was at Harlan Co Res 6 Jan (LRa,RHa). In Otoe
Co, however, none were noted between 29 Dec and 13 Feb (LLF).
Mountain Bluebird: Furthest e were 4 on the Lincoln Co CBC 9 Dec,
about the e edge of the normal winter range. Migrants were
returning to the breeding range 27 Feb, when 30 were n of Morrill(AKe).
Townsend's SOlitaire: Best count apart from CBCs was 40 in the LM
area 18 Feb (LRa,RHa). Furthest east were birds at regular winter
locations such as Cottonmill L Park and Gallagher Canyon SRA
(~a,RHa), except for 1 on the Grand Island CBC 16 Dec; the count
h1gh for this species is 3. One was at Harlan Co Res 6 Jan
(LRa,RHa). A single bird on the Omaha CBC was too far to the e, in
Iowa!
~erait Thrush: Rare in winter away from the Missouri valley, 1 was
1n Hormel Park on 31 Dec (JoJ), a late date for the location. No
others were reported.
Aa.ri~an Robin: Large numbers were still present at CBC time, as
seen 1n totals of 1728-3893 from CBCs in Keith, Lincoln, and
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Loup/Garfield Cos, presumably attracted to cedars in those areas.
Elsewhere, best counts were 370 at Sutherland Res 13 Jan (LMa) and
200 near Holstein 13 Jan (LRa,RHa). At the opposite end of the
scale, only 1 was found on the Omaha CBC; maybe it was in Iowa tOOl
First spring migrant in Dixon Co appeared 25 Feb (JJo). .
Northern Mockingbird: The only report was of 1 on the Grand Island
CBC 16 Dec; this species may pop up anywhere in winter.
Brown Thrasher: One was seen off-and-on on the UNL City Campus
until 8 Jan (JMo,LEi); it was not reported whether it survived the
period. Another late bird was seen on the Kearney CBC 16 Dec
Wintering is rare, and usually occurs only in the extrem~
southeast.
Cedar waxwing: Best counts in a mediocre year for the species were
250 at Schramm Park SRA 16 Feb (RBa) and 120 at Wolf L 25 Feb
(THo), both reports possibly indicating early northward movement.
Northern Shrike: This was a good year for this species, with
several reported in southeast NE. One was found on the Omaha CBC 16
Dec, another, undated, was in an Omaha yard (Edith,wilson fide NR),
2 were at Branched Oak SRA 2 Dec (BP,LP), 2 were ln s Lancaster Co
24 Feb (LEi), and 1 was at Twin Lakes WMA 20 Dec (NR).
Loggerhead Shrike: Usually these species do not overlap at any time
in NE, and so unexpected was a single 7 miles e of Hazard 1 Jan
(details,RHa,LRa). To my knowledge, this is the furthest nw
documented midwinter record for NE. within the normal winter range
was 1 in otoe Co 25 Dec (LLF). No others were noted.
European starling: Best count was 2500 at Wolf L on 23 Dec (THo).
At NPNWR high count was in midwinter, with 235 on 23 Jan (LKo).
Yellow-rumped Warbler: Rather westerly for mid-to-Iate Dec were a
single on the LM CBC 23 Dec, another on the Grand Island CBC 16
Dec, and a surprising 8 on the Calamus-Loup CBC 30 Dec, a late date
for this number and location. Observers should try to determine
whether winter Yellow-rumps are "Audubon's"
or "Myrtle", as some western birds stray east in winter.
Northern Cardinal: Alice Kenitz provided an update on the small
Scotts Bluff Co population, the westernmost outpost of the species
in NE: at the site just e of Scottsbluff along the Platte R, up to
2 males and 3 females were being seen, although 1 male may have
disappeared 7 Jan, when only 1 male was noted. A male which
appeared in Gering in mid October was being seen intermittently
through at least 18 Dec. According to Bent (Life Histories ... ),
young males molt from juvenal into adult-like red plumage around
August; at this time brownish birds can be safely called females.
Dickcissel: A single bird was reported on the Grand Island CBC 16 I
Dec, although no details were provided. Surprisingly, this report
is not unprecedented, as 1 wintered in Wayne Co 1985-86 (Am. Birds
40:229) .
Spotted Towhee: Formerly the western form of Rufous-sided Towhee,
this is the expected winter towhee in NE, generally occurring only
in s NE. The eastern form, now known as (surprise!) Eastern Towhee,
probably departs the state in winter. An undescribed towhee was at
the UNL City Campus 16 Dec and 6 Jan (LEi), possibly 1 of 2 birds
reported as Spotted Towhees at the Love Library feeder on the same
campus 2 Dec (JMo). Several sightings of 1 in the observers' yard
se of Gibbon were made during the period (LRa,RHa). I would be
interested to hear if anyone has records of Eastern Towhees in NE
in winter.
American Tree Sparrow: Best counts, apart from CBCs, were 300
around Branched Oak SRA 31 Jan (JMo) and 100 in Dixon Co 23 Dec
(JJo) .
Chipping Sparrow: Two were reported, neither with details of
identification, although both at plausible locations. Very rare in
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'nter this species usually occurs as a single bird at a feeder.
~~e wa~ reported from Hastings 19 Jan (GJK) , the other on the Omaha
CBC 16 Dec.
ield sparrow: The only report was of 1 on the Grand Island CBC 16~ec. no details were provided. There are several NE CBC reports,
but'few are documented; occurrence in Dec is not unlikely, however.
vesper sparrow: One was reported with Snow Buntings near Jackson on
7 Jan (BFH); no details were provided, however, for what would be
a most unexpected record. There are no other Jan or Feb reports for
NE. 'd ' t t ,. I'song sparrow: Best m1 W1n er coun was an 1mpress1ve 11 at L A 1ce,
NPNWR, on 25 Jan (LMa). Good numbers winter throughout the Platte
valley. , t 11 d d ' " d ' tswamp sparrow: V1r ua y unrecor e 1n NE 1n m1 w1nter, excep
ossibly in extreme se NE, 1 was at L Alice, NPNWR, on 25 Jan
1LMa) , the first Jan panhandle report. One wa~ report~d 29, Dec 1964
in Scotts Bluff Co, and another reportedly w1ntered 1n L1ncoln Co
1976-77 (Am. Birds 31:348).
White-throated Sparrow: wintering is uncommon, usually restricted
to se NE, and so 1 in the observers' yard se of Gibbon throughout
the period was of interest (LRa,RHa). This bird was described as a
"tan phase" bird; Bent (Life Histories ••• ) noted that
White-throated Sparrow is a polymorphic species in which all 1st
winter birds have tan median crown stripes, which in later molts
become white in many (typical) birds, but some adults retain the
tan stripe through sUbsequent adult molts, and thus they are
indistinguishable from 1st winter birds. Wintering at more usual
locations were 1 in an Omaha yard (NR) and another which apparently
did so on the UNL City Campus (LEi,JMo).
White-crowned Sparrow: All reports were from Buffalo Co
southeastward; few were reported in midwinter, however, with 1 at
Hastings 24 Jan (GJK) and small numbers in the Gibbon area
throughout the period (LRa,RHa). In midwinter, most White-crowns
are found in se NE or the s panhandle.
Barris I Sparrow: This species has been at a low ebb in recent
years. In Lancaster Co, it was the "poorest year in many years",
with a total of only 20 throughout the period (LEi), and CBC totals
at Grand Island of 12, compared with the count high of 275, and at
Omaha of only 6 underscored the scarcity of these birds.
Dark-eyed Junco: Best count was only 55, in e otoe Co 8 Dec (LLF).
The "oregon" form occurs statewide in winter, but is scarce in e
NE; 1 was in Nebraska City 19 Jan (LLF). In c NE it is regular in
winter, with several sightings (LRa,RHa). While "oregon" and
"slate-colored" birds were present through the period at James
Ranch, "White-winged" did not arrive at the feeders until 25 Dec
(SLe).
Lapland Longspur: The only large flock reported was 1000 in Dixon
Co 28 Feb (JJo) , presumably migrants. Lack of snow cover was blamed
for the paucity in sc NE, where only 1 sighting was made for the
period (LRa,RHa).
8~OW Bunting: None were noted prior to 6 Jan, when 20 appeared in
D1xon Co (JJo) , and 7 Jan, when 80-100 were near Jackson (BFH). The
only other reports were of 1-2 frequenting Parking Area 10 at
Branched Oak SRA 20 Jan (RBa) to 18 Feb (JMo). None were reported
westward.
Red-winged Blackbird: Most depart in midwinter, and so 50 at
Branched Oak SRA 14 Jan (JMo) and 200 there 20 Jan (RBa) were
unusual. Unusual numbers wintered in sc NE also (LRa,RHa).
Obse:vers who noted l~st dates had departure 14 Dec in Scotts Bluff
Co ~1th 21 at Kiowa WMA (LMa) and 25 Dec in Nebraska City with
a s1ngle bird (LLF); arrival at these locations was 23 Feb in
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Scotts Bluff Co with 73 birds (LMa) and 25 Feb in Nebraska City
with 16 birds (LLF). Earliest in w NE were at Chadron on 22 Feb
(ZUr) •
Eastern Meadowlark: First reported in spring were 11 in Kearney Co
16 Feb (LRa,RHa). No others were reported. Few winter in NE, most
in extreme se NE.
western Meadowlark: First identified to species, i.e. singing, were
2 in otoe Co 19 Feb (LLF) and 3 in Scotts Bluff Co 23 Feb (LMa).
Most wintering meadowlarks in NE are generally assumed to be this
species.
Meadowlark sp.: Best count was 50, in Lancaster Co 4 Feb (LEi), a
good midwinter total.
Yellow-headed Blackbird: Last in fall was a single on the Grand
Island CBC 16 Dec, new for the count, while first in spring was 1
far to the w, at Kiowa WMA on 23 Feb (LMa); the latter bird may
have wintered nearby, as 1 was there 21 Nov (both were males)
(LMa). There are fewer than 10 Feb reports for the state.
Rusty Blackbird: Wintering is unusual, and so noteworthy were 1-2
wintering with Red-winged Blackbirds in Kearney Co (LRa,RHa) and 2
at willis 7 Jan (BFH). Best count and latest other than the above
was 11 in Washington Co 9 Dec (JoJ).
Great-tailed Grackle: Not a first, 2 were on the Grand Island CBe
16 Dec, where the count high is 10. More unusual were 32 at Oak L
in Lincoln on 14 Jan (JMo); these were probably wintering, as 6
were there 22 Feb and 6 on 2 Dec (JMo). If so, this is only the 2nd
record of overwintering in NE; the first was from Lincoln also, in
1985-86 (Am. Birds 40:299).
Common Grackle: A few winter, usually in singles or small groups in
se or sc NE. Three sightings were made in Jan at Hastings (GJK),
and a few wintered with Red-winged Blackbirds in sc NE (LRa,RHa).
Also, 3 were near Oak I in Lincoln 14 Jan (JMo) and 5 were at a
feeder in Grafton 19 Jan (JoJ). First spring migrants were 15 in
Omaha 20 Feb (NR).
Brown-headed Cowbird: Midwinter reports are rare, especially in
Buffalo Co, where 1 was in the observers' yard 5 and 19 Jan
(LRa,RHa). Latest in fall was 1 at Branched Oak SRA 16 Dec (JoJ)
and 13 on the Omaha CBC the same day, while first in spring were
singles, a female in Dixon Co 20 Feb (JJo) and another unidentified
to gender at Oak L in Lincoln on 22 Feb (JMo).
Purple Finch: The several reports of small numbers were in eNE,
west only to Wayne (JJo), Saunders (THo), and Lancaster (LEi) Cos,
with the high count 29 at willis 31 Dec (BFH). An exception was 1
below Kingsley Dam 23 Dec on the LM CBC. This species is rather
rare in w NE.
Cassin's Finch: The only report of this rarely-noted species was of
1 at a Crawford feeder 28 Jan with House Finches and Pine Siskins
(*LMa). Most NE records are in the period 1 Jan-28 May, and so
observers should keep this species in mind this spring on the Pine
Ridge.
House Finch: Most observers block these birds out nowadays, but see
comments under House Sparrow, below.
Red Crossbill: The only report was of 4 on 28 Jan in the usual
range at Crawford (LMa); apparently none drifted eastward or
southward into the rest of the state.
White-winged Crossbill: Rare in NE, with only about 60 reports in
all, this year there were 2 reports: 4 were at the Norfolk Cemetery
29 Jan (Mark and Ed Brogie fide NR) and 2 "immature males" were at
North Platte 23 Feb (wwy).
Common Redpoll: This species was much in evidence this winter, with
reports statewide. Most southerly were 3 at the Schlothauer feeder
in Mitchell 29 Feb (AKe), at least 1 at Funk Lagoon WPA 18 Feb
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(MUr) 1-3 through the period at a feeder se of Gibbon (LRa,RHa),
1-4 at a feeder in Hastings 19 Jan-6 Feb (GJK), up to 100, also
est count, at the s end of the dam at Branched Oak SRA 16 Jan~RBa) to 29 Feb (LEi,RBa), and 1 at the Kovanda feeder in Bellevue
22 Jan (BP, LP).
Boary Redpoll: Somewhat surprisingly, there was only one report, of
a bird described as "very pale" with a flock of as many as 55
Common Redpolls at a Wakefield feeder 29 Jan-29 Feb, but not
identified positively until 26 Feb (JJo)~ No further details were
received for what would be the 7th NE record. There were about 11
individuals reported in Iowa this winter.
pine siskin: Just an average winter, with best counts 97 in the
Wildcat Hills 24 Feb (LMa), 85 in an Omaha yard 17 Dec (NR), and 65
in the Tekamah Cemetery 28 Jan (JoJ).
American Goldfinch: Also average for this species, best counts were
200 along highway 92 in custer Co 5 Feb (NR) and 100 in Dixon Co 22
Dec (JJo).
Bouse sparrow: At last, something of interest to report on this
species. In the last 2-3 years CBC data (for example, see Iowa)
have indicated that House Sparrow numbers seem to be declining in
areas where House Finches have shown remarkable increases. This
winter 2 observers at opposite ends of the state noticed a similar
decline in House Sparrows; Bill Huser at South sioux City saw no
more than 2 at one time where he had 20-30 in past years, and Zee
uridil in Chadron had no more than 6 where he had had almost
nothing else but House Sparrows in other years. Both observers
mentioned the presence of House Finches, but Huser did not think
that numbers at the feeders were the problem, as feed remained at
the end of the day; he suggested nesting competition in the summer
as a possible cause of House Sparrow decline.
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